
 
 
 

ROSEWATER FOOTBALL CLUB INC 
Eric Sutton Reserve, Newcastle Street, Rosewater, 5013. 

No 1 Ticket Holder:  Jay Weatherill  MP. 
 

 

TA Electrical 
(SA) Pty Ltd 

Tim Morris 
8243 1910 

 

JOHN REARDON 
8211 9877 

 
 

   
  

PORTSIDE MITSUBISHI 

 
8445 7422 

Season 2013 
R11 2013 
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    Established 1885 

www.rosewaterfc.com.au     
 

 

For a new Mitsubishi or used vehicle -  Call Colin Hand 

 

SUPPORT YOUR SPONSORS 

 

ANOTHER WIN FOR NINE IN A ROW 
 

Rosewater   4.5    8.10    13.13      16.15       (111) 
Lockleys 4.3    7.5         9.11      13.16         (94) 

 
08 8341 1922  

1300 727 175 
 

FINANCIAL MEMBERSHIP IS THE STRENGTH OF THE CLUB 

 

A Grade ....cont 
At half time we had our noses just in front, but Lockleys were challenging.  
We had to have a big third quarter to build a lead to take into the final 
quarter, as the writing was on the wall that scoring to the southern end may 
not come off all game.  We did rattle on goals.  Doc Reardon hit a purple 
patch and slotted two while Josh Hicks “fired up” with one and Hors and 
Vinesy notched goals too.  Tyson Thomas and Chris Forster were about the 
place and picking up possessions with Chris’s pace something Lockleys 
couldn’t compete with.  We established a fair buffer and the game looked to 
be ours. 
In the final quarter however we hadn’t told Lockleys and they didn’t keep to 
our plot.  They jumped out of the blocks and rattled on four goals 4 behinds, 
with only a single goal to Lesiuk interspersed and we were chasing.  Things 
weren’t looking too bright.  Pettersson was strong in defence and took a 
couple of match saving grabs and then we steadied with Brad Horsell 
registering two goals.  We ran out winners by 17 points!        Best over.... 
 
 

Saturday 20 July 2013 
OLD DOGS ‘Barking Mad’ QUIZ NIGHT 

Great Prizes, BYO food/nibbles and full bar facilities available. 
Lucky Door Prizes, Silent Auctions, lots of other competitions and prizes 

Free Tea/Coffee and scrumptious cakes. 
Tables of 4 or 8 are still available at $10:00 per person 

Book your table early to avoid the disappointment of missing out 
Contact:   Frank Carbone 0417 833 179    or 

bookings and paying at the bar or via 
RFC Electronic Transfers:    BSB:    015350    Acct:     407490902 

Please include your surname as a reference 
 

Lockleys are always tough, particularly on 
their home turf, but we came away with a 
win, even though our game was not one of 
our more cohesive efforts.  We’ve had 
several “untidy” wins in achieving our 
unblemished record this year.  This one 
wasn’t one of the prettiest of matches but we 
took the points and that is all you need to do. 
We had a couple out – Dylan Franks, Todd 
Shannon, James Grant, James Carson, and 
James Deeley-Godfrey, who got a call up 
from the ‘Magpies’, while Brodie Cahill, who 
made his A Grade debut a couple of weeks 
ago, was also a non-starter!  Justin Lesiuk 
(hammy), Ryan Paget and Doc Reardon 
(both from interstate work), and Tyson 
Thomas returned.  Our team was good. 
Our first quarter was fairly ordinary.  A 
standout performance from Matt Lyons at 
CHB was a highlight while Shaun Jacobsen 
at CHF was a focal point.  Adam Cross 
started pretty well and we were in control but 
not looking as fluent as we would have 
hoped.  We were with the breeze and 
Lockleys did very well in registering 4.3 into 
the conditions.  Justin Lesiuk kept us in it 
with a couple of goals. 
The second and we did better into the wind 
than we could have expected.  It appeared 
the southern end was the scoring end and 
we had a lot more cohesive run, particularly 
off half back with Doc Reardon, TJ, and Joel 
Pettersson prominent. 
 
 

 
“GOOLS” KNOCKS UP 100 

 

 
 
 

 
This weekend 
Brett Gooley 
gets 100 up!  
Congratulations 
and well done! 
Captain of the 
B’s man about 
the Club and 
much more!  
Well played and 
well deserved! 

http://www.rosewaterfc.com.au/
http://www.cartoons-a-plenty.com/cartoons/history/history-48/


 

    
 

 

 
 

Bitumen 
Contractors 

Pat Bell 
0418 832 291 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Darren Byrne 
8451 1470 

 

 
ADELAIDE CBD 

VENDING 
Damien Taheny 

Ph: 0447282428 
 
 
 

     
Kaye Marchioretti 

Kalah Pty Ltd 
Pool Products 

8241 1688 
 

 
 

Prince of Wales Hotel 
Port Road Queenstown 

8447 1252 
 

 
 

Kevin Ormond 
8341 5598 

 
 
 
 

 

Rosewater A Grade 

~ MEMBER DRAW ~ MEAT MONSTER  ~ 
~ $150.00 ~ 

~ Dean Leone ~  Not Present ~ 
Every Friday – Be there!  

 

 

Who is "General Failure" and  
why is he reading my hard disk? 

 

They told me I was gullible... 
and I believed them. 

 

 
 

SLUM DOGS 
Bulldogs  Past 

supporting  
Bulldogs Present 

 
 
 
 

 

Rosewater Reserves 
   

 
Jim Jacobs 
8341 1391 

A Grade: 
Best:  1.  Joel Pettersson in defence and very reliable 
when the chips are down.  A couple of classic pressure 
grabs to repel constant attacks.  2.  Tyson Thomas 
from the centre position and moved around the ground 
with dominating marking and long kicking.   
3.  Shaun Jacobsen takes a good mark and is a key 
player forward or back – but mainly back given his goal 
kicking exhibition!  4.  Chris Forster ran them off their 
feet and caused a lot of frustration for one opponent 
which resulted in a goal to Hors!   
5.  Doc Reardon was electric around the ground and 
registered a couple of great goals, and just when we 
needed them!  Others to do well included Adam Cross, 
Josh Hicks (but needs to control himself), David 
Giuffreda and Jarrad Schar.  Ryan Paget off the bench 
played well too. 
 

Goals:  Doc Reardon 3, Brad Horsell 3, Justin Lesiuk 3, 
Josh Vines 2, Shaun Jacobsen 2, Josh Hicks, Adam 
Cross and Chris Forster – 1. 
 
This Week:  Central United – a team which makes a 
habit of coming home in the second half of the season 
with a lot of dash.   They thrashed Mawson Lakes last 
week and they are very confident coming to this game.  
We will need to be out of the blocks and firing early – 
once their confidence is cut their performance will 
diminish! 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
RFC      Electronic Transfers:     
Senior Club:          Junior Club: 
BSB:   015350         BSB: Nil  
Acct:   407490902      Acct: Nil  
Make sure to identify yourself   

            
 

Rosewater  5.3 (33)      Lockleys  17.14 (116) 
Not a great result for us.  With the players out of 
the A Grade several go up.  And with a couple not 
available our team balance was not as good as 
normal.  Lockleys have been a big improver since 
we beat them first time up this year.  But we were 
given a drubbing this time around.   
We struggled to have consistency over the entire 
game and Lockleys had a couple returning (A 
Graders) from injury to compound matters.  We 
were blasted in the first quarter but regrouped after 
half time and put pressure on in the third quarter 
but then fell away badly in the final quarter. 
Best:  1.  Mark Baryczka is the backbone of the 
team and consistently gets the ball forward, 
tackles, and does all the things a coach would 
want.  2.  Scott Balchin in pretty good form at the 
moment and ran the game out.  3.  Alex Shaw 
gives his all every game.  4. Shane Gates tried 
hard to stem the flow – but was overwhelmed.   
5.  Dylan Sinapius gathered many touches later in 
the game.  Others to do well included Tony 
Howard (kicking in the forwards was the only 
player to hit a target) Brian Curtis at full back – got 
on top of his opponent, and Mark Rothwell had 
moments.  But we didn’t have enough run. 
Goals:  Scott Balchin, John Page, Tony Howard, 
Nathan Hoare, Dylan Sinapius – all 1. 
 
 
 
 

 
Danny Stolcman 

0424 475 477 

 

NATIONAL PHARMACIES 
SEMAPHORE  

 

THINKING SOLAR 
I & C ELECTRICAL 

Frank 0448 988 910 
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